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Ben Mezrich, author of the New York Times bestseller Bringing Down the House, returns with

an astonishing story of Ivy League hedge-fund cowboys, high stakes, and the Asian

underworld.John Malcolm was the ultimate gunslinger in the Wild East, prepared to take on

any level of risk in making mind-boggling sums of money. He and his friends were hedge-fund

cowboys, living life on the adrenaline-, sex-, and drugs-fueled edge—kids running billion-dollar

portfolios, trading information in the back rooms of high-class brothels and at VIP tables in

nightclubs across the Far East.Malcolm and his Ivy League-schooled twenty-something

colleagues, with their warped sense of morality, created their own economic theory that would

culminate in a single deal the likes of which had never been seen before—or since.Ugly

Americans is a story of extremes, charged with wealth, nerve, excess, and glamour. A real-life

mixture of Liar's Poker and Wall Street, brimming with intense action, romance, underground

sex, vivid locales, and exotic characters, Ugly Americans is the untold true story that rocked

the financial community.

“A high-octane passion play pitting a young man’s ambition against his sense of

humanity.”From Bookmarks MagazineDepending on your level of credulity, you may have

trouble taking the subtitle of Ugly Americans seriously. Whether the story of Mezrich’s Ivy

League cowboys and their influence on the Asian stock market collapse is entirely true is

something only he knows—and some reviewers doubt it. However, that doesn’t stop most from

enjoying the ride. Mezrich (author of Bringing Down the House) sets a breakneck pace, and the

outrageous exploits of his subjects make for entertaining reading. Perhaps the sometimes

fictional feel of Ugly Americans simply testifies to Mezrich’s narrative skill; in any case, once

you’re caught up in this tale of financial derring-do, accuracy may not matter.Copyright © 2004

Phillips & Nelson Media, Inc.--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.From Publishers WeeklyThough the names have been changed to protect the not-so-

innocent, this is a true story, containing all the ingredients of a great narrative—a main

character the reader can relate to, an appealing love interest, money, danger, the need for

acceptance, suspense and even the realization (in some form) of the American dream. Mezrich

(Bringing Down the House) presents wanna-be financial star "John Malcolm," who accepts a

nebulous job offer in Japan in the mid-1990s and leaves his middle-class New Jersey

postcollege aimless existence for an adventure he might have dreamed of had he any idea of

what the big boys' world of finance was really like. After hitting the ground at top speed from

day one, John and his cohorts—all male, mostly Ivy League graduates—learn their way around

the lucrative, fast-paced and legal-but-barely-palatable world of cowboy-style Asian market

finance. In the process, they make millions (sometimes per trade) and pride themselves on

knowing when to get in and how to spot their exit point. Their bottom line is all that matters;

everything else—from emotion to opinion—is secondary. In a truly engaging look at how an

innocent who thinks he knows the world does actually end up understanding a small but

significant piece of it, Mezrich manages to incorporate solid journalism into a narrative that just

plain works.Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights

reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorBen Mezrich graduated magna cum laude from Harvard in 1991. He has published

twelve books, including the New York Times bestsellers The Accidental Billionaires, which was



adapted into the Academy Award-winning film The Social Network, and Bringing Down the

House, which has sold more than 1.5 million copies in twelve languages and became the basis

for the Kevin Spacey movie 21. Mezrich has also published the national bestsellers Sex on the

Moon, Ugly Americans, Rigged, and Busting Vegas. He lives in Boston.--This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Ugly Americans documents the "Wild East" of the

mid-1990s, where young, brilliant, and hypercompetitive traders became "hedge fund

cowboys," manipulating loopholes in an outdated and inefficient Asian financial system to rake

in millions. Using a concept called arbitrage, they made their fortunes mainly on minute shifts in

stocks being sold on the Nikkei, the Japanese stock market, collapsing banks and nearly

bankrupting the Japanese economy in the process. Other schemes were also concocted, most

of which were technically legal, though certainly unethical. This true story revolves around

"John Malcolm," who, in exchange for anonymity, agreed to give Ben Mezrich all the access

and information he needed to write this book. As a recent Princeton graduate in the mid-1990s,

Malcolm accepted an undefined job offer from an American expatriate in Japan to work in the

investments field. Though he had no prior experience, he facilitated 25 million dollars worth of

trades on his first day on the job, and it just got more exciting from there. He soon joined a

small group of expatriates, all in their twenties and mostly Ivy League graduates, who lived like

rock stars, thriving on the stress and excitement of their jobs to create their own steroid

versions of the American Dream half a world away. Mezrich tells this riveting story well,

incorporating elements of the culture into his narrative, including the infamous and pervasive

Japanese "Water Trade," or sex business, romantic intrigue, and even run-ins with the Yakuza,

the Japanese mafia. Though there is little real analysis of their financial dealings and how they

ultimately changed the rules of finance in Asia, this entertaining page turner does offer a

glimpse into a world little explored in print until now. --Shawn Carkonen --This text refers to an

out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"A high-octane passion play pitting a young

man's ambition against his sense of humanity."--Oregonian --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From AudioFileThe author reads his account of American stock traders

taking a wild ride on the Japanese market. Mezrich gives a clear reading with little emotion.

Instead he relies on his own descriptions to convey the somersaulting feelings of John Malcolm

as he is introduced to the corrupt and sexually deviant underworld of Tokyo. Mezrich doesn't

attempt accents for the Japanese and British characters Malcolm encounters on his way to one

of the biggest deals in financial history. Characterized largely as a befuddled innocent, Malcolm

barely escapes with his life before departing Japan with his newfound love and wealth. J.J.B. ©

AudioFile 2004, Portland, Maine-- Copyright © AudioFile, Portland, Maine --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Ugly

Americans CDThe True Story of the Ivy League Cowboys Who Raided the Asian Markets for

MillionsBy Ben MezrichHarperAudioCopyright © 2004Ben MezrichAll right reserved.Chapter

OneThe breeze was thick and hot and weighed down with thestench of cigarettes, alcohol,

cheap perfume, and dead fish.The alley was narrow, bordered on both sides by four-

storybuildings with blackened windows and steel-grated doors. The pavementwas cracked and

the sidewalk was littered with broken milkcrates and crumpled magazines. There were puddles

everywhere,flashing bright snakes of reflected neon from the signs perchedabove the

buildings. The puddles were impossible to avoid, and JohnMalcolm cursed to himself as he

splashed through them. His Guccishoes were already two shades darker and soon they'd be

completelyruined. Shoulders hunched, head down, he was moving as fast as hecould without

showing how much he wanted to run. Somewhere upahead someone was shouting, but the

words weren't English, andeven after five years Malcolm didn't speak anything else.Wrong



time, wrong place. That's what the headlines would say, Malcolmthought to himself. Another

ugly American sticking his head where itdidn't belong. He knew he was just being paranoid.

Even here, in thisalley in a part of the city you didn't find in the glossy travelbrochures or happy

little guidebooks, you were safer than anywhereback in the States. It was well past two in the

morning, and there were people everywhere; bad things usually didn't happen when

peoplewere around. But just the same, Malcolm wanted nothing morethan to turn and head

back toward the train station. Back to thesafety of fluorescent lights, vending machines, and

brightly dressedtourists.He stepped over a milk crate and through another puddle. Infront of

him, one of the grated doors flung open and a group of businessmenin matching blue suits

stumbled out into the alley. Loud,laughing, jackets open, ties undone. Fumes of whiskey

coming offthem like diesel, their faces matching shades of red. Then they sawhim and quickly

made a show of not seeing him, their voices dulled,their movements suddenly subdued.He

hurried past. Another ten yards, and a dark green awningcaught his eye. Beneath the awning

was a yellow wooden door withno knob, just a covered steel slot at eye level.Malcolm pulled at

his white oxford shirt, which was sticking tohis chest and back. There was no number, but he

knew this was theplace. Green awning, yellow wooden door. Then he noticed the

handpaintedsign next to the door, brilliant red English letters on a blackbackground:

JAPANESE ONLY.He felt his lips tighten, more reflex than anything else. Therewere signs like

this all over Tokyo. On the surface it seemed like bigotry:acceptance based on race, as if his

white face would contaminatethe place. But it was more complex than that. This wasn't

agourmet restaurant or a country club or the entrance to a golf course.Establishments with

signs like this really weren't meant for Americans.Especially here, in Kabuki-cho.Although

originally intended as a cultural center to showcasethe glamorous Japanese-style theater from

which its name was derived,Kabuki-cho had morphed into an entirely different entity bythe

1950s: a place with no equivalent in the Western world, a redlightdistrict on a scale

unimaginable anywhere else. A twenty-blockmaze of dark, windowless alleys and bright neon

signs that drewmore than six hundred thousand visitors a night. A throbbing citywithin a city, a

pincushion of sex-related amusements: strip clubs, hostess bars, massage parlors, X-rated

theaters, and various shades ofbrothels.Malcolm straightened his hair with his fingers, then

rapped aknuckle against the steel slot.There was a brief pause, then the slot flipped inward. A

pair ofdark eyes peered at him from inside: long eyelashes, thick blueshadow, cracked

eggshells at the corners. Malcolm's face relaxed as thewoman considered his appearance:

short, dyed blond hair, narrowblue eyes, lips that naturally turned up at the edges. A bit below

averageheight but compact, with muscular limbs and an athlete's shoulders.A personal sense

of efficiency was reflected in his clothes: darkslacks, dark shoes, the white oxford rolled up at

the wrists. He hadcome straight from work. His jacket and tie were still draped over hischair

back at the office.A few seconds passed in silence, then the steel slot snapped shut.There was

the sound of multiple locks clicking open, and the doorswung inward. The woman with the blue

eye shadow and eggshelleyes was standing at the top of a descending carpeted stairway.

Shewas tiny, less than five feet tall, and wearing a floor-length pinkgown. She smiled, showing

crooked yellow teeth. Then she took Malcolm'shand and ushered him inside.A blast of cold air

hit him as he reached the bottom step. Hepaused, pulling against the woman's hand as he took

in the strangesight ahead. The room was long and rectangular, stretching a goodfifty feet.

There were steel benches lining either side and chromepoles sprouting from the floor. Metal

bars and leather hand strapshung from the ceiling. Women in business suits, some with

briefcases,stood with arms outstretched, holding on to the straps andbars. Younger women, in

the penguinlike schoolgirl uniforms commonall over Japan, gathered by the chrome poles.



About a dozenmen, most of them middle-aged, were seated on the metal benches,watching

the women hungrily. The women seemed to sway back andforth, as if the floor were vibrating

beneath them. Stranger still, thewalls of the room were covered in rounded windows with fake

outdoorscenery.A subway car, Malcolm thought to himself. He watched as one ofthe men got

up from his bench and made his way to one of the schoolgirls.The girl pretended to ignore the

man as he came up behind her.Without a word, he lifted her skirt with one hand. His other

handslid between the buttons of her blouse ...Continues...Excerpted from Ugly Americans

CDby Ben Mezrich Copyright © 2004 by Ben Mezrich. Excerpted by permission.All rights

reserved. No part of this excerpt may be reproduced or reprinted without permission in writing

from the publisher.Excerpts are provided by Dial-A-Book Inc. solely for the personal use of

visitors to this web site. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review“A high-

octane passion play pitting a young man’s ambition against his sense of humanity.” --

Oregonian --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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UGLY AMERICANSThe True Story of theIvy League CowboysWho Raided the AsianMarkets

for MillionsBen MezrichAuthor’s NoteWhile this is a true story, many of the names are fictitious,

including “John Malcolm.” I have used the real names of historical figures or those widely

reported in the news, such as Joseph Jett, Nick Leeson, and Richard Li. Otherwise, no

character in the book is meant to refer specifically to a real-life person. Also, regarding job titles

and positions at companies that were actually in existence at the time the events in the book

took place, they should not be read to refer to any specific people who were actually employed

by those companies at any time.ContentsAuthor's Note1 The breeze was thick and hot and

weighed down with…2 Here, even the parking lots smelled like paradise.3 It was a

dangerous combination. Twenty college football players at…4 A bright, clear, windless

morning. Sixty-nine degrees, azure sky, the…5 Malcolm had never felt more alone in his

entire life.6 The console in front of me looked like the control…7 There were five of them,

bulging and black, like the…8 Bright lights, big city.9 It was six A.M. and Malcolm was

hurtling over the…10 Malcolm’s high school coach used to call it the Flash…11 The building

was a two-story walk-up, gray and boxy like…12 The wine wasn’t helping at all.13 The air was

crisp and cold and tasted faintly of…14 The first thing Malcolm noticed was that his eyes

were…15 Ten minutes past midnight, and the mist rising off of…16 Malcolm’s heart was

beating so hard it felt like it…17 The first car was a Porsche, one of those sleek…18 Three

minutes before five A.M.19 Malcolm closed his eyes and let the cool evening breeze…

20 Downtown, three blocks north of the river, around the corner…21 He’s not really supposed

to look like that,” Malcolm tried…22 Nathan Road, two blocks from Hong Kong Harbor, in the…

23 The designer backpack landed on Malcolm’s lap with a heavy…24 The glowing digital

numbers read 5:00 A.M., but that couldn’t…25 The air was thick with the noxious but familiar

fumes…26 Jesus Christ. Look what the BMW dragged in.”27 It began, of all places, on a

chairlift, dangling thirty…28 There was no way to truly prepare for the moment.29 It was a

scene straight out of a Hollywood movie.30 We were two hundred yards from the beach and

moving…The Eight Rules of CarneyAcknowledgmentsAbout the AuthorPraiseOther Books By

Ben MezrichCreditsCoverCopyrightAbout the Publisher1The breeze was thick and hot and

weighed down with the stench of cigarettes, alcohol, cheap perfume, and dead fish. The alley

was narrow, bordered on both sides by four-story buildings with blackened windows and steel-

grated doors. The pavement was cracked and the sidewalk was littered with broken milk crates

and crumpled magazines. There were puddles everywhere, flashing bright snakes of reflected

neon from the signs perched above the buildings. The puddles were impossible to avoid, and

John Malcolm cursed to himself as he splashed through them. His Gucci shoes were already

two shades darker and soon they’d be completely ruined. Shoulders hunched, head down, he

was moving as fast as he could without showing how much he wanted to run. Somewhere up

ahead someone was shouting, but the words weren’t English, and even after five years

Malcolm didn’t speak anything else.Wrong time, wrong place. That’s what the headlines would

say, Malcolm thought to himself. Another ugly American sticking his head where it didn’t

belong. He knew he was just being paranoid. Even here, in this alley in a part of the city you

didn’t find in the glossy travel brochures or happy little guidebooks, you were safer than

anywhere back in the States. It was well past two in the morning, and there were people

everywhere; bad things usually didn’t happen when people were around. But just the same,

Malcolm wanted nothing more than to turn and head back toward the train station. Back to the

safety of fluorescent lights, vending machines, and brightly dressed tourists.He stepped over a



milk crate and through another puddle. In front of him, one of the grated doors flung open and

a group of businessmen in matching blue suits stumbled out into the alley. Loud, laughing,

jackets open, ties undone. Fumes of whiskey coming off them like diesel, their faces matching

shades of red. Then they saw him and quickly made a show of not seeing him, their voices

dulled, their movements suddenly subdued.He hurried past. Another ten yards, and a dark

green awning caught his eye. Beneath the awning was a yellow wooden door with no knob, just

a covered steel slot at eye level.Malcolm pulled at his white oxford shirt, which was sticking to

his chest and back. There was no number, but he knew this was the place. Green awning,

yellow wooden door. Then he noticed the hand-painted sign next to the door, brilliant red

English letters on a black background: JAPANESE ONLY.He felt his lips tighten, more reflex

than anything else. There were signs like this all over Tokyo. On the surface it seemed like

bigotry: acceptance based on race, as if his white face would contaminate the place. But it was

more complex than that. This wasn’t a gourmet restaurant or a country club or the entrance to

a golf course. Establishments with signs like this really weren’t meant for Americans. Especially

here, in Kabuki-cho.Although originally intended as a cultural center to showcase the

glamorous Japanese-style theater from which its name was derived, Kabuki-cho had morphed

into an entirely different entity by the 1950s: a place with no equivalent in the Western world, a

red-light district on a scale unimaginable anywhere else. A twenty-block maze of dark,

windowless alleys and bright neon signs that drew more than six hundred thousand visitors a

night. A throbbing city within a city, a pincushion of sex-related amusements: strip clubs,

hostess bars, massage parlors, X-rated theaters, and various shades of brothels.Malcolm

straightened his hair with his fingers, then rapped a knuckle against the steel slot.There was a

brief pause, then the slot flipped inward. A pair of dark eyes peered at him from inside: long

eyelashes, thick blue shadow, cracked eggshells at the corners. Malcolm’s face relaxed as the

woman considered his appearance: short, dyed blond hair, narrow blue eyes, lips that naturally

turned up at the edges. A bit below average height but compact, with muscular limbs and an

athlete’s shoulders. A personal sense of efficiency was reflected in his clothes: dark slacks,

dark shoes, the white oxford rolled up at the wrists. He had come straight from work. His jacket

and tie were still draped over his chair back at the office.A few seconds passed in silence, then

the steel slot snapped shut. There was the sound of multiple locks clicking open, and the door

swung inward. The woman with the blue eye shadow and eggshell eyes was standing at the

top of a descending carpeted stairway. She was tiny, less than five feet tall, and wearing a floor-

length pink gown. She smiled, showing crooked yellow teeth. Then she took Malcolm’s hand

and ushered him inside.A blast of cold air hit him as he reached the bottom step. He paused,

pulling against the woman’s hand as he took in the strange sight ahead. The room was long

and rectangular, stretching a good fifty feet. There were steel benches lining either side and

chrome poles sprouting from the floor. Metal bars and leather hand straps hung from the

ceiling. Women in business suits, some with briefcases, stood with arms outstretched, holding

on to the straps and bars. Younger women, in the penguinlike schoolgirl uniforms common all

over Japan, gathered by the chrome poles. About a dozen men, most of them middle-aged,

were seated on the metal benches, watching the women hungrily. The women seemed to sway

back and forth, as if the floor were vibrating beneath them. Stranger still, the walls of the room

were covered in rounded windows with fake outdoor scenery.A subway car, Malcolm thought to

himself. He watched as one of the men got up from his bench and made his way to one of the

schoolgirls. The girl pretended to ignore the man as he came up behind her. Without a word,

he lifted her skirt with one hand. His other hand slid between the buttons of her blouse. As he

fondled her, another man stood and began pawing at a woman in a business suit. She stood in



stoic silence, hand still gripping the strap above, as his hands roamed over her

clothes.Malcolm had heard of this sort of place before. The Japanese name for it loosely

translated to “sexual harassment club.” The women were paid “actresses”; the male customers

were usually midlevel managers looking for something a little different from the ubiquitous

brothels and hostess bars. The decor of these places was as varied as the perverse

imaginations of their clientele: underground spaces made up to look like subway cars,

corporate offices, hospital hallways, even high schools. The men paid a flat fee for entry, then

were allowed to do whatever the hell they wanted.Malcolm felt his cheeks redden as he

watched one of the men removing the skirt of one of the high-school girls. A second man was

on his knees in front of her, running his hands up beneath her shirt. Malcolm’s insides were

churning, a mixture of disgust and, despite his revulsion, excitement. That was how it was in

Japan, a near-constant state of conflict. He knew that for the Japanese men in this place there

was no conflict. What went on below the waist had no bearing on morality. To the Japanese,

sex was a bodily need, no different from breathing or eating.But Malcolm was a twenty-six-year-

old kid from New Jersey. He’d arrived in Japan when he was twenty-two, and he still felt like a

stranger in a sexually driven culture he wasn’t equipped to understand.“Irashai,” the mama-san

said, giving his hand a pull. Come with me. Malcolm let her lead him through the faux subway

car and the smell of perfume and sweat and sex, pushing between the swaying women and the

groping men. He had made it almost to the other side of the room before he realized that the

floor was indeed moving.A second stairway led down into a smaller room, this one decorated

more lavishly if less imaginatively. The walls were covered in red velvet curtains; the floors

were hardwood. There was a marble bar on one side, a large TV on the other. Four round bar

tables were spread out across the space, all occupied. It was too dark to recognize anyone, so

Malcolm let the woman lead him to the table farthest from the stairs. Two men were seated

next to each other, one tall and white, the other short and Japanese.“So this is Dean Carney’s

wonder boy.”The taller man rose out of his chair, a wide smile on his face. His eyes were bright

beneath a mop of curly blond hair. His teeth were even brighter, too big and too white for this

dark place beneath Kabuki-cho. He was wearing an expensive tailored shirt, open many

buttons down the front, revealing a pasty, rail-thin chest. His words moved fast, his voice high-

pitched and tinged with a light English accent.“Tim Halloway,” he said, grabbing Malcolm’s

hand. “This is Mr. Hajimoto. He represents one of our biggest clients. He’s the one who told me

about this place. Real sick, isn’t it? I just love it.”The Japanese man had a nervous smile on his

face. His suit fit poorly and was a grim shade of blue. His tie was cinched tight enough to cut off

the circulation to his face. His cheeks were bright red, not surprising since there were four

empty shot glasses on the table in front of him.Malcolm took the empty chair across from them

and turned back to Halloway. He had never met the man before, but he had certainly heard the

stories. A derivatives trader, Halloway had graduated from Oxford and had a business degree

from the London School of Economics. He had been in Tokyo for twelve years and was

probably worth more than ten million dollars. At thirty-six, he had five girlfriends, all of whom

were under twenty-three. And he was most likely addicted to methamphetamines. He was also

one of the best traders in Asia, and his name elicited a fair level of awe in the expat financial

community.“I was just telling Hajimoto-san about a transactional decision I made the other day,”

Halloway continued, his spindly fingers caressing a highball glass full of reddish brown liquid.

“Partner of mine, Brandon Lister, good chap, helped me hit a fairly large position having to do

with the yen. Maybe four million profit, in by tea, out by dinner, one of those deals.”Malcolm

found Halloway’s conversational style a bit hard to follow; the words ran together and there

didn’t seem to be obvious breaks for punctuation.“So we decided to celebrate,” Halloway sped



on, tapping his other hand against the table. “Rented out a hotel room in Roppongi, the

ambassador suite at the Royal. You know, the one with the gold-plated sinks.”Malcolm nodded.

Despite his best efforts, his gaze drifted past Halloway to the nearest table. More businessmen

like Hajimoto, all at varying levels of inebriation. Halloway continued, his voice rising as his

accent seemed to deepen.“I called an agency I’d heard about from one of my colleagues. Best

around, he’d told me. I ordered up two girls. Asked that they be tall and thin and friendly, if you

know what I mean.”Malcolm’s attention drifted past the businessmen. He was nearly back to

Halloway’s bright white teeth when something in the far corner of the room caught his eye. One

of the tables was pushed back from the rest, almost right up against the bar. A man was sitting

alone, his hands cupped in front of him, his fingers rolling something back and forth. His face

was round and weathered, his nose piggish, and his chin was covered sparsely by sprouts of

wiry dark hair. He was stocky, with blocklike shoulders. He was wearing dark glasses that were

too big for his face. His flowered Hawaiian shirt was garish, all red and yellow, short-sleeved,

fraying at the cuffs. At first, Malcolm thought the forearms that protruded were just unnaturally

dark, but on closer inspection, he realized they were covered in tattoos.Malcolm quickly looked

away.“About an hour later,” Halloway went on, his voice intersecting with the sudden ringing in

Malcolm’s ears, “there’s a knock. I open the door and there they are, tall and thin and friendly.

One is a truly precious young woman, with great lips and an amazing set. But the other isn’t

quite what we expected.”Malcolm’s neck felt like it was burning. Halloway and the rest of the

strange sex club had shrunk in his mind; the man in the flowered shirt was huge, dominating

his thoughts. He was not surprised to see a man like that in a place like this. Malcolm knew all

about the Yakuza gangsters who ran Kabuki-cho and, to a lesser extent, much of Japan. The

men you sometimes saw late at night, the ones you scrupulously avoided looking at, the ones

you’d cross the street to evade. But the thing was, the man in the flowered shirt was more than

a faceless, tattooed mobster. Malcolm had seen that man before.“She was tall and thin, but she

wasn’t a she!” Halloway belted out, slapping his open hand against the table. Malcolm jerked

his attention back to the Englishman. “A tranny! A transvestite! The agency had sent us this

beautiful whore and a fucking lady-boy. If this had been London or the States, we would have

sent them right back. But you know what Brandon and I did?”Malcolm shook his head.

Halloway smiled wickedly.“We flipped a coin!”He tilted his head back, laughter spurting toward

the ceiling. Hajimoto’s expression was halfway between amused and bewildered. Malcolm

forced a smile. He had no doubt that the story was entirely true. He also had no doubt that

Halloway had proudly told it on the trading floor, and that it had already spread halfway to

Singapore. In New York, it would have been a shameful secret. Here, where men paid to feel

up fake high-school girls in a mock subway car, it was a proud little war story. Malcolm found

himself glancing back toward the table by the bar. The man in the flowered shirt was looking

right back at him, still rolling something back and forth in his hands. Malcolm could almost see

himself reflected in the man’s sunglasses. He tore his eyes away.“Malcolm,” Halloway

interrupted, wiping tears from the corners of his eyes. “Carney said you have something to

show me.”Malcolm nodded. He just wanted to get this over with and get the hell out of there.

This was part of his deal with Carney, and once he got through this, he was on his way to the

biggest day of his life. He reached into his pocket and pulled out a rolled-up sheet of computer

paper. Under Hajimoto’s watchful gaze, he handed the sheet to Halloway. Halloway unrolled it

flat against the table. Whiskey soaked up through the paper, darkening row after row of

numbers. But Halloway didn’t notice. He was frowning, totally focused as he ran through it in

his head.“If these numbers are accurate—”“They’re accurate,” Malcolm interrupted.“Christ,”

Halloway said, simply.“Yes,” Malcolm said.Hajimoto was trying to read the air between the two



men, but it was hopeless. Malcolm assumed Halloway would explain it to the Japanese liaison,

so he could go back to his superiors with the news.Halloway shook his head. Then he clapped

his hands together, nearly overturning his glass of scotch.“It’s going to be the biggest deal in

the history of the world.”Malcolm leaned back in his chair. Halloway was absolutely correct. It

was going to be enormous. It was going to change his life and the lives of everyone he knew.

He wasn’t sure what Carney owed Halloway to give him this gift, but now Halloway would

benefit, too. A domino effect of riches.Malcolm shifted his gaze back to the table by the bar.

The man with the flower-print shirt was gone. Malcolm wasn’t sure whether to be relieved or

even more afraid.2Bermuda, Present DayHere, even the parking lots smelled like paradise.I

straightened my jacket against the afternoon breeze as I stepped out of my bright yellow rented

Toyota Camry. There was ocean salt in the air and a hint of some indigenous tropical flower;

the field ahead of me was sandwiched between an impossibly beautiful beach and a strip of

brilliantly painted jungle. I could hear the powerful December waves crashing above the

screech of presumably Technicolor birds, but both sounds were nearly drowned out by a much

closer, more relevant din: ten-year-olds shouting and laughing as they piled onto one another in

the center of the field.As I reached the edge of the parking lot, the pile opened up, and John

Malcolm climbed heavily to his feet. Mud, grass, and sand stuck in the creases of his tattered

gray Princeton sweatshirt. His short, spiky hair was dyed platinum blond, nearly the same hue

as my car. There was a football tucked under his right arm and a pair of laughing boys hanging

from his left.Malcolm saw me and waved, sending the two kids tumbling to the grass. He

tossed the football over his shoulder, and a swarm erupted behind him, little bodies pinballing

off one another as the pigskin bounced down the field. Malcolm started toward me, moving with

athletic ease.He stopped a few feet in front of me, casting a distracted glance over my

shoulder. He seemed pleased with my cheap, efficient ride. Even though he owned a Ferrari

and a Ducati motorcycle, he wasn’t ostentatious. The Ferrari and the Ducati were simply the

best and, more important, the fastest. Malcolm’s world was not about appearance; it was about

performance.He guided his narrow blue eyes toward me. His face was wide and boyish, but

there were telling wrinkles above his brows and the faint hint of a fairly recent scar above his

right cheekbone. His mouth seemed frozen in a permanent grin.“So you finally made it out

here,” he said, by way of a greeting.The last time I had seen Malcolm was at a wedding, and he

had been decked out in perfectly tailored Armani. His shoes were from Italy, his understated

but assuredly expensive watch a gift from one of his wealthy clients. He seemed just as

comfortable now, in a tattered sweatshirt and grass-stained sneakers. As with his cars, his

clothes always had a purpose. The ease with which he moved from sweatshirt to Armani was

symbolic of his success, of his ascension from poverty to immense wealth. Only when you

knew him did you realize that it was the sweatshirt that was the facade, not the Armani. The

truth was, Malcolm was a proud member of an elite fraternity, one of the last bastions of pure,

naked capitalism.Barely thirty years old, Malcolm ran a fifty-million-dollar hedge fund, splitting

his time between a corporate office in Tokyo and a mansion here in Bermuda. Although he

considered himself retired (with a net worth nearly equaling his fund, he let even younger

charges manage his clients’ money), he spent most of his time in the company of a group of

“colleagues” who had similarly beaten the system and amassed mind-boggling fortunes.I

pointed toward the kids zigzagging across the field. “Looks like you’ve got your hands full.”“I

coach one team of little monsters here,” Malcolm explained, “and one when I’m back in

Tokyo.”It was strange for me to think of Malcolm in Japan, though he had lived there for nearly

five years, then had returned, on and off, for another three after that. When I first met him, he

had been a tough kid from rural New Jersey. A former high-school football star, he had used his



skills on the gridiron to earn himself a free ride at Princeton. My brother, a classmate of

Malcolm’s, had introduced us at their graduation. Malcolm had just signed a tryout deal with the

New York Giants. We had reconnected briefly after he’d failed to make the team. After that, he

had disappeared from the radar screen. It wasn’t until years later that I learned he had “made

millions” in Japan. I’d never really wondered how he had made those millions; I’d just filed his

success under “banking” or “the Internet.” I’d never guessed that the truth was much more

spectacular—that, in fact, Malcolm had been fighting a guerrilla war of sorts, that, along with

his comrades, he had been conducting a Wild West–style raid on the faltering Eastern markets.

With no knowledge of Japanese language or culture and zero capital, he had risen to

dominance in an arena of ruthless financial players. He had become a hedge-fund cowboy.For

Malcolm, it had all culminated in a single afternoon. In a span of just a few hours, he had made

a single deal that had earned his company a staggering five hundred million dollars. His

personal payoff for that one day’s work was in excess of fifty million dollars.“Come on,” Malcolm

said, gesturing toward the Camry. “You and your bad suit get in. We’re going for a ride.”Flashes

of asphalt, the winding road speeding by at seventy miles per hour. Malcolm had one hand on

the steering wheel, the other on the CD player. He was pushing the rental car as far as it would

go, and I was beginning to regret the fact that he was driving, not that I’d had any say in the

decision.“This isn’t some fucking story about a bunch of fat analysts sitting around an office,”

he said over the music. “It’s not a bunch of big swinging dicks making bets on the serial

numbers on dollar bills.”I smiled at the allusion. He was referring to Michael Lewis’s Liar’s

Poker, probably the definitive book on the culture of the financial industry. In it, Lewis described

the casino that was Wall Street through the eyes of macho traders who made billion-dollar

deals from behind their computer screens, then went home to their mansions in Connecticut.

The book had spawned a decade of Wall Street tell-alls, covering nearly every aspect of the

financial industry. If a broker scratched his ass while shorting Xerox, someone somewhere had

written a book about it.“This isn’t some stiff shit we’ve all seen a thousand times before. This is

hard-core, Mission Impossible, The Heart of Darkness on speed, you know?”Malcolm

emphasized his point by pressing down on the gas. I gripped my seat belt and nearly

swallowed my tongue. Truth was, I didn’t need the demonstration. I knew that nobody had

written this story before. The bulk of Malcolm’s Wall Street story didn’t take place on Wall

Street, it took place ten thousand miles away. And though some of the action fell into the realm

of mysterious hedge funds, complex emerging markets, and high-stakes trading, the real story

unfolded away from the computer screens, in the exotic locales of the Wild East. The cast of

characters was right out of a Hollywood thriller. Geniuses culled almost exclusively from the Ivy

League, driven by ambition, some with an almost total lack of both ethics and proportion.

Funded by private investors and massive corporate banks, they were raiders and traders and

speculators all rolled together, true adrenaline junkies who lived at the edge of life. These were

kids running billion-dollar portfolios with little or no supervision, kids who traded information in

the back rooms of high-class hostess bars and at VIP tables in nightclubs in Hong Kong,

Singapore, and Bangkok.Malcolm’s story—and the story of his expat colleagues—was one of

excess and ambition. Tangentially, it was about the Japanese underworld, the international

party circuit, and the worldwide sex industry. It was the story of Americans living large in a

strange land, getting away with it on a massive scale because nobody else had the guts to try

to do what they’d done.“Some people are going to judge you,” I said. “They’re going to question

the way you’ve played the game. Especially in this economic environment. While everyone else

was losing their shirts, you guys were making millions.”Malcolm shrugged. “Throughout the

eighties, the Japanese were stomping all over our economy. Buying up landmarks like



Rockefeller Center, Pebble Beach, and most of downtown L.A. They used a corrupt banking

system and a closed, arbitrarily controlled market to protect themselves, creating massive

inefficiencies along the way. My colleagues and I just capitalized on these inefficiencies.”David

vs. Goliath, with hedge funds instead of slingshots. Despite his bravado, I knew Malcolm was

bothered by the idea that some people wouldn’t understand some of the things he’d done. He

was a good kid from Jersey. He didn’t want to see himself as some sort of twenty-first-century

robber baron. The fact that he was letting me write his story at all was surprising, and if I hadn’t

promised to obscure his real identity, he would never have let me so deep inside his world.“We

didn’t set up the game. It was fucked up when we got there. There were opportunities for

arbitrage, and we took them.”“Arbitrage?”“Well,” he said, swerving around a pickup truck. I

didn’t know where we were going, and he wasn’t going to tell me. “Arbitrage with a battle-ax.

We had our own conventions, which we followed. Never get into something you can’t get out of

by the closing bell. The ends justify the means. That sort of thing. Of course, there were rules.

But the rules were designed for an outdated Eastern financial system, and we were playing by

modern Western principles.”In a way, the juxtaposition made Malcolm seem even more like a

robber baron. I reminded myself that he had gone to Japan with nothing and fought his way to

the top. His tale was rags to riches, a young man’s search for the American dream.Except

somewhere along the way, Malcolm’s American dream had shifted from a white picket fence to

a multimillion-dollar portfolio and a glass mansion on the shores of Bermuda.3Thirty Thousand

Feet, September 1992It was a dangerous combination. Twenty college football players at thirty

thousand feet, with free access to seemingly unlimited quantities of alcohol. Thirteen hours of

dead time as the Continental wide-bodied 747 arced over the Arctic Circle, with almost no adult

supervision, as the coaches had somehow, fittingly, ended up in coach. By the time the sky had

gone black on the other side of the portholes, the first-class cabin had turned into a full-fledged

party. Everyone up and out of their seats, hip-hop music blaring from a portable CD player,

even a football spiraling through the air whenever the three overwhelmed stewardesses weren’t

looking.John Malcolm stood in the aisle by his third-row seat, one hand braced against an

unattended beverage cart. A quarterback from Harvard was on the other side of the cart,

shuffling a deck of playing cards, while a wide receiver from Penn was carefully counting out

peanuts to use as poker chips. Two of Malcolm’s teammates from Princeton were a few feet

behind him, pretending to wait for the lavatory while they chatted up one of the stewardesses,

a blonde from Kansas with two kids but no wedding ring.“Can you believe this?” exclaimed the

Harvard QB, a tall, lanky kid named Jim Tucker, who seemed to shuffle the same way he threw,

slow and sloppy. “First class to Japan? This is fucking crazy.”Malcolm had to agree. He’d known

Tucker since his high-school days. They had both grown up in New Jersey, though Tucker’s

family was from a tony enclave called Morristown, where they had a house on a hill with a two-

car garage and enough money to send him to one of the best private schools in the area.

Malcolm had grown up well below the bottom of the hill, in nearby Mercer County, where there

was no point to a two-car garage because nobody had two cars anyway. Malcolm had gone to

the one public school in town, where his mother was a sometimes substitute history teacher,

and his only experience with prep schools was on the field. He’d always been impressed by

their facilities and equipment, and less than impressed by the players. Tucker was a perfect

example. He had the size and natural ability of a pro-level player but the attitude and stamina of

a weekend hobbyist. He had an arm, but he didn’t throw all that well. Malcolm didn’t know

whether Tucker was the product of a spoiled upbringing or if he just didn’t care. Maybe football

wasn’t that important to him. He’d probably have gotten into Harvard without it, and he’d

probably end up a rich doctor or lawyer just like most of the members of his family.Malcolm



gripped the beverage cart as the plane bounced through some light turbulence. His stomach

lurched, but he fought it down. This was his first time on an airplane this large and his first

overseas flight. Tucker was right, this whole trip was insane. Malcolm wasn’t sure whose idea

the exhibition game was, but the concept didn’t make much sense. An American team made up

of Ivy League all-stars playing against the best college players from Japan. Ivy League football

wasn’t like the college game most people were used to watching on TV. Some of these guys

were talented, but on the whole, they were mostly like Tucker. It was an all-star team that

wouldn’t have lasted five minutes against an average Midwestern school’s squad, unless SAT

scores were added into the stats.Still, it was an opportunity Malcolm would never have passed

up. Unlike Tucker, Malcolm owed everything to football. It was football that had earned him a

free ride at Princeton. He had no illusions; a kid with his background would never have gotten

into the elite Ivy League school without his skills on the gridiron. Certainly, neither of his

parents could have afforded it. Likewise, without football, Malcolm never would have gotten the

chance to travel first class halfway around the world. He’d only been out of New Jersey to play

in away games.A familiar flash of color erupted in his peripheral vision, and his hands moved

automatically. He caught the football inches above the beverage cart, and applause broke out

from the direction of the lavatory. A linebacker from Yale, a huge kid with bright red hair,

grinned and held up his hands.“Fast hands. If you weren’t the size of my left testicle, we’d all be

in real trouble.”Malcolm grinned back. He was something of a star among the group. One

month earlier, he’d graced the pages of Sports Illustrated. He’d broken the record for the most

receiving yards in a single game. Granted, it was the Ivy League, but it was still one for the

books. It had gotten him on the cover of his hometown paper and even a couple of phone calls

from professional teams. Scouts from the New York Giants had even visited his mother and

stepfather. But Malcolm knew that despite the accolades, the pros were a long shot. As the

Yalie had implied, he just wasn’t big enough: five foot eight, a shade under 180 pounds. He was

fast—but was he fast enough to keep himself from getting killed by some three-hundred-pound

tackle?It was a question he’d have to answer soon; he would be graduating in six months, and

football had been carrying him for the past seven years. If football wasn’t going to carry him into

the next stage of his life, he’d have to find something new.“And if monsters like you could learn

how to read,” Malcolm said as he tossed the football in a perfect spiral toward the linebacker’s

head, “you’d be running the world.”Tucker began dealing the cards as the plane banked to the

left, crossing the Bering Strait and continuing on down the coast of Russia. Only six more

hours or so, and Malcolm would be stepping out of the plane in Tokyo. It was a place he’d

never thought he’d go. His family was third-generation small-town New Jersey. His view of

Japan, like that of most Americans, had been painted entirely by television and the movies.

Pretty geisha in bright red kimonos, neon skyscrapers packed together like a sci-fi movie set,

sumo wrestlers in tight white diapers, bowing “salarymen”—the ubiquitous Japanese office

workers—in matching gray suits.He wondered where a football player with fast hands from

New Jersey was going to fit in.Heart pounding, stomach rising, ears ringing, every muscle

contracting as the adrenaline sent sparks into his eyes and an almost liquid heat into his limbs.

The ground was shaking beneath his feet and he tried not to see the crowd, at least fifty

thousand of them, screaming from the stands. He tried to ignore the television cameras and

the cheerleaders and the noise, my God the noise, like a waterfall of sound rushing down on

top of him. He’d played in big stadiums before, but in nothing like this, nothing like the Tokyo

Dome. Built in 1988, and nicknamed the Big Egg, the dome was a marvel of Japanese

technology. Made with no visible framework, the interior of the glass dome was kept at an air

pressure 3 percent higher than the air outside. The dome itself was supported by this high



pressure, so that the enclosure surrounding the fifty-four-thousand-seat arena was literally

floating on air. The dome contained special glass that amplified the light from outside, giving

the entire field a golden hue. Malcolm could see by the looks on his teammates’ faces that they

were thinking the same thing; this was what football was meant to be.The air was warm and

tropical. The blue and white uniform Malcolm had been given in the locker room fit perfectly,

and his helmet was state of the art, the foam inside soft against his skin. The locker room itself

was a mind-blowing sight: marble floors, polished chrome benches, multiple hot tubs and

saunas, even a lap pool. The professional teams in the United States didn’t live this well.

Likewise, the treatment Malcolm and his teammates had received from the moment they’d

stepped off the airplane was first rate.Dark-suited representatives of the Japanese team met

them at the airport, in a half-dozen stretch limousines. A crowd of onlookers with placards

welcoming them to the country had been waiting patiently behind velvet ropes strung around

the receiving driveway, and some had even called out Malcolm’s name as he passed by. The

limos took them to a five-star hotel in the center of the city, where they were assigned rooms—

lavish suites by Malcolm’s standards, with oversized bathtubs and plush featherbeds. He had

been expecting futons or bamboo mats. The team was given a few hours to nap, though after a

thirteen-hour flight and a twenty-five-hour time difference any attempt to beat back jet lag was

an effort in futility, and then were brought directly to the Tokyo Dome to suit up for the

game.Malcolm hadn’t had a chance to see much of the city. From the windows of the limo,

Japan didn’t look that different from New Jersey. The highway was crowded with the same cars

you’d see on the Jersey Turnpike, and many of the roads had high walls, making it difficult to

see anything interesting. The buildings he did make out were certainly packed more densely

together than in the States, and some of the rooftops had strange corners and ornate

decorations, but from the car, Tokyo looked and felt like any modern metropolis. Still, it was

daylight: he knew the neon he was expecting wouldn’t shine until night.His first view of the

opposing players came at the fifty-yard line during the pregame introductions. As he lined up

next to Tucker and a kid from Cornell, he watched the Japanese team stream out past the

cheerleaders. Their uniforms were bright red and they were carrying their helmets in their

hands. The first thing Malcolm noticed was their size. They were all about his height, some of

them even shorter. Only a couple had serious pounds on him. They ran in tight formation and

were obviously well disciplined. But no matter how skilled they were at the game, Malcolm had

no doubt they were going to be overwhelmed by the American team’s size.Malcolm couldn’t

contain his grin as the Japanese lined up a few yards in front of the Ivy Leaguers. Dark skin,

small dark eyes, perfect posture. Most of them had buzz cuts, but that didn’t make them seem

any tougher. Malcolm hadn’t played against opponents his size since high school. He was

looking forward to hitting guys who would actually go down.As he waited for the refs to get the

game started, he saw some of the opposing players breaking rank, crossing the short distance

of green between the teams. They were pulling small pads of paper from under their uniforms.

It took Malcolm a moment to realize what the hell was going on. Then one of the guys was

coming toward him, smiling ear to ear. He handed Malcolm a felt-tip pen.“Autograph,” he said,

with a heavy Japanese accent, while bowing profusely. “Please be signing.”Tucker laughed,

punching his shoulder.“You better ‘be signing’ it now. After we’re through with these guys, there

won’t be much left of them to ask for your autograph.”Malcolm laughed. He’d signed

autographs before, but never for another player and certainly never on the field. The Japanese

kid kept on bowing even after he took the pad back, kept right on bowing as he moved back

into his lineup. Malcolm had never seen a football player behave so politely. He didn’t know

quite what to make of it.What he did know was that as soon as the whistle blew, he was going



to dominate this field and run right over every smiling, bowing, autograph-seeking Japanese

player who stepped in his way.Midnight.Roppongi.Well into neon time.A glowing, hyperkinetic,

throbbing kaleidoscope of bright lights and eardrum-shattering sound, a chaotic mix of

sensations that seemed to bleed right out of the humid air. Narrow streets lined with four-and

five-story walk-ups, glowing signs suspended from every edifice. A mangled twist of English

and Japanese, jumbled words and phrases that hinted at things illicit and underground: SEX

LOVE SIN FREE. And everywhere people, mostly Japanese men in packs of five or six but

also Americans and Europeans. Business suits and army uniforms, T-shirts and runway

couture. At every corner, Nigerian touts handing out pamphlets with photos of Japanese girls,

half-naked and beckoning, while above their heads huge signs and billboards flashed photos of

even more Japanese girls. The ultimate party district in the ultimate party town, Roppongi was

the Japan of Malcolm’s sci-fi fantasies, and midnight in Roppongi was everything it was

supposed to be.The bar was called Gas Panic and, like a lot of things in Japan, the name didn’t

make any sense unless you were there. Tucked away in an alley bathed in the neon light from a

dozen massage parlors, the entrance consisted of an elevator with blinking red lights and

paneled walls. The little steel sardine can opened on the first floor of a three-story complex, a

combination dance hall, dive bar, disco, and meat market. The music was mind-numbingly

loud, and there were more than a dozen waiters and waitresses running around the floor with

steel whistles in their mouths, enthusiastically adding to the cacophony. The crowd was even

more densely packed together than out on the street, but here it tended to be younger. Groups

of American marines mingled with Japanese college kids with feathered hair and multiple

piercings. Tourists from Israel in jeans and Birkenstocks danced next to German opers in tank

tops and shorts. Lithe Japanese girls in superhigh heels and tiny miniskirts danced on the

tables and on the long wooden bar that ran along one wall, showing off deep chemical tans

and blond-streaked hair. Gyrating, undulating, pirouetting—it seemed to be a competition of

sorts, who could show off the most skin without breaking character to adjust a bra strap or a

rising hem.Malcolm stood in the midst of the throng, trying hard just to keep his balance. He

had a Kirin beer in one hand and a shot of something milky white in the other. He’d lost sight of

Tucker and the rest of the team a few minutes after exiting the elevator. His head was spinning

from all the people, especially the Japanese girls. He’d never seen so many beautiful girls:

exotic, thin, smooth-skinned. There was a language barrier, to be sure, but as far as he could

tell, the fact that he was white was helping far more than it was hurting. There was a girl in a

silver tube top and a black leather mini dancing in front of him, smiling at his feeble attempts at

communication. Another girl in high boots, with sparkles glued to the bare skin around her

neck, was grinding up against his back. Being a college football star, he was used to the

attention of beautiful women. But he wasn’t used to that attention coming so easily.“Malcolm!

Over here!”Tucker’s voice drifted over the din of seventies-era rock and roll, stamping feet, and

annoying whistles. Malcolm looked up, catching sight of his friend at the bottom of the stairs

that led to the second level. Malcolm pointed to the two girls surrounding him, but Tucker just

waved him on impatiently. Malcolm sighed, excusing himself from the girls, and shoved his way

through the crowd.“Thought we lost you,” Tucker said, as he started up the stairs.“Got a little

sidetracked,” Malcolm responded.His knees hurt as he rushed to keep up with the longer-

legged QB. It was a familiar pain: for a few days after a game, most of his joints complained,

and he was usually covered in bruises. Tonight, it was just his knees. As he had suspected, the

game had gone viciously well. The Japanese players were skilled and tough, but they were

seriously overmatched. The final score was 69 to 3. Even so, after the game, the Japanese

players had been exceedingly friendly and polite—more autographs, photos, and a cavalcade



of bows. Malcolm’s teammates weren’t quite sure how to respond. They were used to the

losing team hurling curse words and threats, not smiles and bows.“Got a little sidetracked,”

Tucker said, taking the Kirin from him, “or a little Japanese girl climbing all over you?”Malcolm

grinned as they reached the top of the stairs. The second floor was a little less crowded than

the first. There were round wooden tables spaced across the room, and a wall of cigarette

vending machines on one side. The bar in this room was for drinking, not dancing, and the

music was a little lower—at least you could hear yourself think.“In the back,” Tucker said,

pointing to the rear corner of the room. Malcolm saw that most of the Ivy team was gathered

there, some seated on short stools, some leaning back against the wall. The table was barely

visible beneath a metropolis of empty beer bottles and shot glasses. As Malcolm closed in, he

noticed two faces near the far end that he didn’t recognize. Tucker pointed with his Kirin.“We

ran into those two and they offered to buy us all a few rounds.”“Big fans?” Malcolm asked. Now

that he was closer, he could see them better. One had a medium build, with thinning blond hair

and a slightly crooked smile. His face seemed weathered, but his eyes were young, round,

playfully blue, like a child’s. The other was portly and wide, with thick shoulders and curly dark

hair. He had a nose like a ski slope and bushy eyebrows that connected above his eyes. They

were older, maybe in their early thirties, but they were dressed young. Jeans and white shirts.

The one with the blond hair had a thin, expensive-looking blazer. At the cuff of his right hand

was a flash of platinum—a Rolex, Malcolm realized.
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Rick Spell, “A Mixed Bag. In summary, this book is enjoyable to read but IMO, questionable as

to facts. Having read the extremely enjoyable Bringing Down the House, I felt I owed it to read

this author's second on a subject of which I have interest, investment banking. This book tells

a great story of a Princeton football player from a middle class background who plays in an All-

Star game in Japan, meets his future employer there and decides to move back for the

opportunity to learn investment banking and trading.This brings up the first problem I have with

this book. Real names are not used but couldn't someone with an extra 30 minutes find an Ivy

League football player who works in Japan and currently is working in the Bermudas? So

many parts seemed to be made up. A fellow trader buys cheap foreclosed real estate and now

the author is supposedly being run off the road as a warning by the Japanese mafia? Come

on!But even with the Unbelievability Factor, this is an entertaining book. It also provides a

glimpse into Japanese culture and their view of foreigners. There is significant mention of the

thriving sex trade in Japan of which I was not familiar. But while it provides a backdrop, the

author does not delve in the subject to sell the book.Do I believe this book is 95% factual? No.

Was I completely entertained? Absolutely! So enjoy the story and believe what you will. Now,

if you only read nonfiction, maybe this isn't the book for you.”

Aldo Bender, “Even better on Audible!. I didn't get this book to learn the details of stocks,

hedge funds, or derivatives trading in Japan. I was looking to be entertained and the Audible

version of this book, albeit abridged, really made this story come alive. I have far too many

"books on tape" on my iPod and can safely say this is one of my all time faves. Perhaps it helps

that I spent time in Japan (in the music industry) during this time period so I could easily follow

the ins and outs of the plot but for those who have dissed the book, I can't imagine what they

were looking for in this read. At the end of the day, a very entertaining listen which is why I am

back to buy the unabridged version, in hard copy no less....”

a reader, “A Great Read. Just finished this book and found it very entertaining. It is definitely

not a book on how to trade. It is a very interesting story that I suspect is somewhat dramatized.

Reads like a novel.I wouldn't worry about suspected minor innaccuracies. Maybe most people

can't rent a car in Bermuda, but if you have $50 million I'll bet there is a way around it. As far

as Ivy league schools not giving athletic scholarships that is not exactly true. It is a matter of

semantics. Most people familiar with education in the Northeast understand that prep schools

and Ivy league universities don't give "athletic" scholarships, but they do give "financial aid"

that just happens to fall substantially upon good athletes even if their families are well off.”

Samuel Snead, “Intriguing Read. I am biased because I really like this author's other works

The reason why I enjoy his other works is that they bring you into a world that you may not

necessarily see in your everyday happenings. The book brings you into a world where high

earning individuals ade both young and reckless. It captures a snapshot in time where eastern

markets were exploited for the benefits of the few and it really highlights how fast money

influences activities in a world where Westerners are far away from home.”

Yaw Owusu-Boahen, “Entertaining, but basic. It was definitely an interesting read. If you wanna

fantasize about this life, the book will definitely do the trick. But it hasn't much to offer beyond

that. Not particularly perceptive and doesn't quite live up to the suspense it builds throughout

the text. The main character isn't as loveable as he's supposed to be because of his basic,

superman-like, unrealistic personality. He's the carbon copy hero and that's boringAlso a side

note, it's clear he didn't do his research on Princeton. No one ever refers to "the school



newspaper" or says any eating club by its full name”

K. Ceglio, “Worth the READ. Unlike a few of the reviews I read, I really liked this book. Perhaps

the other reviewers are too close to the subject (or perhaps see themselves in the

pages...hmm) or lack the ability to get engrossed in a book. This book is a fast read because it

keeps you interested from beginning to end and it peaks your interest into learning more about

the subject. I actually purchased this book as a present and the recipient thought it was a

terrific book! That's what made me read it. And I have to say... he's not an easy guy to please...

especially when it comes to literature. It's worth the time and the money.”

D. Radic, “An entertaining read. This is a pretty entertaining read accessible to anyone

regardless of profession. There are very few references to finance that require any knowledge

of the industry. You will not find any 'golden nuggets' here. Simple Index re-balancing trades

and geographical arbitrage are pretty much the big trades of the book. The best part is the

ambiance and the picture the book paints of the local culture in Asia and how that compares to

the equivalent in the west - this for better or for worse has not changed much. One has to only

look at the recent Mizuho bank scandal where they loaned money to the Yakuzza to see that.

While it has parts to it that seem a little far fetched...makes a for a very entertaining fast paced

book. Worth a read...and I hear there is a film in the making.”

Mr J S Lucas, “Another Mezrich masterpiece. A thoroughly enjoyable ride through a hedonistic

and wild period for Western traders tearing through the Far East. As usual, Mezrich gets

interviews with a large number of people that really matter and the fact that the story is true

only adds to the dramatic impact of what happens.”

CD Charlie, “Great read about far east money markets. My second purchase of this title. Both

as gifts to friends who were living in Hong Kong and experienced some of the financial ducking

and diving first hand.”

Ag siúl, “Disturbing. We know all of this behaviour happens. We've heard all about it in films

such as Inside Job & Wolf of Wall Street. I have also worked in Japan and we did hear about

some of this behaviour but this was really disturbing. It is definitely worth the read.”

I. Gambardella, “Good Story. I have now read several Ben Mezrich novels and all are very

entertaining.This is no different and the story line grips you, not the longest book for perfect for

a holiday!”

The book by Ben Mezrich has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 252 people have provided feedback.
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